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The 5 Principal Tribes
Guided Notes

THE CONFEDERATED TRIBES OF GRAND RONDE TRIBAL LOGO

SLIDE 2: The CTGR Tribal Logo was designed by Grand

Ronde Tribal Member _________ _______________ - son of

Tribal leader and past Tribal Council member Kathryn

Harrison.

SLIDE 3: How many feathers (kǝlǝkǝlǝ-tipsu) are there on the

CTGR Tribal Logo? ___________

MOLALLA

SLIDE 6: The birthplace of the Northern Molallas was near Mt. _________

SLIDE 6: Housing: homes made from _________, ___________, and hemlock.

SLIDE 7: Ropes were made using ___________, dogbane, or stinging _____________

SLIDE 8: Important Individuals: _____________ Kate & Henry _______________

(brother and sister)

KALAPUYA



SLIDE 10: Location: Covered much of the _____________________ ________________

SLIDE 11: Burning (paya) created a better habitat for animals such as deer

(mawich) & _________(mulak) and for plants like camas (lakamas), tarweed

(limulo-saplil●r), and __________________ (taqwǝla).

SLIDE 12: Chief Alquema worked to minimize the trauma of the

__________________ to the reservation.

SLIDE 12: Chief Chafan was the chief of the ___________________ band of

Kalapuya

UMPQUA

SLIDE 14: The Umpqua were seasonal _______________ - which means they

migrated to different parts of Oregon to find available resources

SLIDE 15: Dried and ___________ fish, as well as fish head __________, were some

of the traditional Umpqua delicacies.

SLIDE 16: Chief General Jackson signed the ____________ with the Umpqua and

Kalapuya in 1854.

SLIDE 16: Chief ________________ Riggs was one of the richest Umpqua



CHASTA COSTA

SLIDE 18: Location: The middle of the _____________ River

SLIDE 19: Strings of dentalium _________________(kupkup) were used as money,

along with the other tribes in the Pacific Northwest

SLIDE 20: _______________ hats were common attire for women

SLIDE 21: Chief Tecumtum was a Takelma ________________ and leader.

ROGUE RIVER

SLIDE 23: Location: They occupied the rugged interior around _____________

Rock

SLIDE 24: They had pride in the abundance of ______________ shells (kupkup).

SLIDE 24: Facial charcoal tattoos in the form of _____________ downward stripes

on the chin were common for the women.

SLIDE 25: Chief Toquahear was also known as _______________


